16.08.2018

IMPORTANT INFORMATIONS and PRE-BRIEFING
Please read this information carefully!!
We‘ve summarised the most important informations concerning 3Laender Enduro Race powered
by ALUTECH on the following two pages. Please read this carefully – further necessary and
detailed informations concerning the specific stages will be given right at the event area.
For registration at the race office please bring with you:
a) Signed declaration of non-liability (either in german, english or Italian language), just if
you bring it with you we can edit your registration.
b) For transponder (handy please) – please bring deposit of 20 € for EACH rider with you!
1. Event-Area / Race-Office:
Nauders 193, AT-6543 Nauders (below castle of Nauders). Limited parking space at the event
area – please use parking areas at the valley station of Mutzkopf and Bergkastel.
2. Collecting Start Plates :
a) Thursday 23 August, from 5:30 pm to 7:00 pm in the Race Office/Event Area (Nauders 193,
AT-6543 Nauders.
b) Friday 24 August, from 8:00 am to 10:30 am and 15:00 pm to 16:45 pm
c) Saturday 25 August, from 7:45 am to 8:15 am (just stragglers)
3. Riders Briefing: We have an obligatory briefing on Friday, 5:00 pm at the event area (before
the prologue)! Out of the Duo-Teams one rider has to be there.
4. Training: The Training on Friday is not obligatory, but we strictly recommend it to you! We will
publish an advice for a training round at the event area and on Trailguide.net.
5. Transponder: The Transponder needs to be placed on your right wrist. In case there is a
GPS-Watch, please wear it on the other wrist. (Please keep a distance between!) Returning the
transponder you gonna get the deposit back.
6. Start number: Attach it visible at your handlebar!
7. Helmet/Protection/safety etc.: Wearing a helmet is mandatory on ALL transfers and stages.
Any offences against this will cause a penalty of five minutes for the rider, without warning!
The following protection is mandatory on ALL STAGES: Knee protection, Full-Face-Helmet and
dorsal protection (or backpack with dorsal protection). We also recommend you to wear elbow
protection and long finger gloves.

8. Signalisation of the course: The whole course is signposted, of course, in order of the stages
to be done. This course mustn’t be left, even on the transfers. If you do so, it will cause a penalty
of five minutes. The stages are signposted with barrier tape, but don‘t expect barrier tape on each
meter of the course/track. Keep your eyes open, both on the timed and linking stages.!
9. Prologue: The prologue is to determine a starting order for Saturday and it’s optional. Riders
who don’t start at the prologue have to start after the finishers of the prologue in order of their
starting number. Concerning DUO-Teams: To get a result, BOTH riders have to start (time of the
slower rider will count).
10. Starting order: The starting slots for the start at the prologue are set by the race
organisation. On Saturday we’ll start based on the results of the prologue. Riders who haven’t
done the prologue will start after the finishers of the prologue.
The starting order and the start time are MANDATORY! Riders who are not at the start at
their time have to start after the last riders!
The starting order for Sunday is based on the intermediate results of Saturday.
11. Lift ticket/mountain cable car: All participants get a lift ticket for three days. Riders who lose
their ticket can’t get a new one!
11.2. Please keep your participants pass always with you because it’s a coupon for lunch and
evening meal on Saturday!
12. Procedure at stage start: The start of each stage is organised by so called „Gate Directors“.
They’ll organize the time with defined time gaps between each rider, the time gap given is
mandatory. IMPORTANT: Do not walk further than the position of the Gate Director, otherwise
you might induce the timing!
13. Timing: Your transponder saves all the data of the stages and has to be read out at the
finish. Therefore you MUST pass the van of SPORTident timing after the last stage of each day
to get your times. Without reading out the transponder you get no result!
14. Food: Two meals are included in the race: Midday snack at Restaurant Haideralm, evening
meal on Saturday evening at Restaurant Bergkastel. IMPORTANT: Access for evening meal via
Bergkastel mountain railway! We have a shuttle service from the event area to the valley station
of Bergkastel; shuttle times are published on Friday right at the event.
15. Repair Service: There are bikeshops in Nauders for urgent repairs (due to their capacities).
16. Timetable: Please see www.3laenderenduro.com for the actual timetable. The latest version
will be published right at the venue.
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